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eID is changing

The market has evolved significantly over the 

last few years, driven by new:

• Technology innovations

• Standards

• Business models

• Government initiatives



eID is changing

The Old Way

 Passwords are “good enough”

Today

 Passwords are at the heart of nearly every 

major breach.  

 Password stores and security 

questions are a frequent target –

since people reuse them across sites

– 71% of accounts are protected by 

a password that is being reused 

across multiple accounts

 Facebook: “600,000 logins 

compromised each day”



eID is changing

The Old Way

 eID means I have to issue a card.

Today

 Everybody carries something in their pocket 

that offers all the capabilities of the card –

and more.  

Trusted Execution Environment (TEE), SIM, 
or Secure Enclave (SE)

Multiple Biometric Sensors (finger/face/iris/voice)

NFC, 4G and Bluetooth

It’s not a “Phone” – it’s a multi-factor cryptographic token



eID is changing

The Old Way

 Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA) is too 

hard/expensive/cumbersome

Today

 MFA is built into your device – enabled by 

FIDO Alliance standards – and it’s easier to 

use than passwords

Key Authentication Elements

Biometric 

+

Public Key Cryptography

More than 300 FIDO-certified products – up 200% YoY



Implications for eIDAS

 FIDO offers an option to extend the trust model of a 

country’s traditional eID – allowing the eID to more 

easily be used to in a wider array of applications.

• Why? Commercial service providers are less 

likely to integrate with a particular country’s eID 

than they are with a global standard like FIDO.

• A FIDO keypair derived from an eID can allow it 

to be used in more places

 Conversely, eIDs under eIDAS can be used to help 

with commercial identity proofing, validated 

attributes, and account recovery



eID is changing

The Old Way

 All MFA is the same.

Today

 MFA based on shared secrets is 

increasingly vulnerable.

Examples

• NIST deprecation of SMS (SP 800-63)

• NIST downgrading of OTP to AAL2 

based on inferior “Verifier Impersonation 

Resistance” (SP 800-63)

• Google statements on OTP hacks (2015)



eID is changing

The Old Way

 It’s all about Security.

Today

 It’s about better customer and citizen 

experiences.

Business 
Models

Usability

Liability

InteroperabilityPrivacy
Source:  xkcd



eID is changing

The Old Way

 Social Login is about convenience, not 

security.

Today

 Don’t look now, but…



eID is changing

Although there are still some issues to work out

“Jeremy Grant” on Facebook



eID is changing

Although there are still some issues to work out (this is not me)



eID is changing

The Old Way

 Each country has its own eID scheme, hard 

to map between them

Today

 Beyond eIDAS – countries are actively 

collaborating, looking for opportunities to 

harmonize



eID is changing

Although there are still some issues to work out



Thoughts on International Collaboration on eID

There are opportunities between the US and Europe – but they will be driven more by commercial 

interests than government

• At the government level, it was already hard before the election; with the “America First” shift – do not 

expect the new U.S. Administration to make this a priority

• The private sector does care about cross-border identity – and has a number of incentives to do so

• New and better standards and trust frameworks – which did not exist 5 years ago – make this easier

• Examples

‒ A FIDO U2F token issued to a UK citizen as part of GOV UK Verify can also be used to log in at 

Google, Facebook, GitHub, Dropbox, etc. 

‒ Banks on both sides of the ocean are increasingly looking at opening up their consumer identity 

solutions to other parties

‒ Efforts by US/UK to harmonize identity standards (NIST SP 800-63-3 and UK GPG 44)



Thank you

Thank you!
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